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Abstract: Non-pressurised air is extensively used as basic insulation medium in high-voltage equipment. Unfortunately, an
inherent property of air-insulated design is that the system tends to become physically large. On the other hand, the application
of dielectric barriers can increase the breakdown voltage and therefore decrease the size of the equipment. In this study, the
impact of dielectric barriers on breakdown voltage enhancement is investigated under both direct current (dc) and alternating
current (ac) applied voltages. For this purpose, three kinds of dielectric barriers in two different high-voltage electrode structures
are investigated. In the first structure, several experiments are carried out with four different electrode arrangements, keeping
the inter-electrode gap constant while varying the position of the dielectric barrier between the electrodes. In the second
structure, the inter-electrode gap is varied while the high-voltage electrode is covered with dielectric materials. The influences of
different parameters such as inter-electrode spacing, electric field non-uniformity factor, and dielectric materials on the
breakdown voltage are investigated for applied 50 Hz ac and dc voltages. In addition, a simulation model to approximately
calculate the breakdown voltage is proposed and validated with the experimental results.

1

Introduction

In gas-insulated high-voltage (HV) systems, non-pressurised air is
mainly used as the basic insulation medium. However, the airinsulated designs are physically large. On the other hand, an
alternative to non-pressurised air is sulphur-hexafluoride (SF6),
which is an organic, colourless, and odourless gas that has higher
dielectric strength than air [1]. This property can significantly
reduce the size of HV systems. However, the application of SF6
and its mixtures in HV systems will decline in the future due to the
certain drawbacks such as environmental considerations, complex
construction, and complicated maintenance.
Dielectric barriers in air-insulated systems have been
considered as a possible replacement for SF6 [1–3]. The application
of dielectric barriers in the HV systems brings the beneficial use of
surface charges on the barrier to improve the breakdown
performance of air-insulated systems [4–6]. Charge accumulation
on the dielectric barrier surface reduces the electric field at the
location of a micro-discharge, which results in current termination
[7–12]. Furthermore, redistribution of the electric field in the air
gap, due to accumulated surface charges on the dielectric barrier,
affects the breakdown voltage of the gap. These surface charges are
the result of impact ionisation near the HV electrode. In [13–15], a
charge simulation technique was used to investigate the breakdown
voltage and electric field in needle/plane electrodes while one of
electrodes was coated with a dielectric barrier. Blennow and
Sjoberg [4] presented a model for describing a uniform electric
field distribution in a plate–plate electrode configuration where the
ground plate was covered by a dielectric layer. They showed that
the surface charges over the barrier decrease the electric field in the
air gap and increase the breakdown voltage. Vogelsang et al. [16]
inserted a mica-epoxy insulator between two electrodes to slow
down tree propagation. In their experiment, they applied a constant
HV to the electrodes and measured the time to formation of a
complete breakdown discharge (measuring electrical tree
propagation) – this time to complete discharge formation is defined
as the ‘breakdown time’. Inserting a dielectric barrier significantly

increased the breakdown time. In [17], the effect of the surface
charges deposited on the Pyrex dielectric was investigated in a
point-to-plane geometry with the dielectric covering the plane
electrode. They found that these surface charges have a strong
impact on the discharge structure. Polymeric and cellulose
materials are widely used as HV insulation materials. Although
several studies explored the insulating performance of polymeric
materials, there are many obstacles for using these materials in HV
applications due to lack of understanding of their behaviour and
performance in the presence of surface charges [18].
To better understand the effect of polymeric and cellulose
materials as barriers in HV systems, two different studies were
conducted in this paper. In the first case study, we investigate the
effect of positioning polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) and cellulose
dielectric barriers between two electrodes in semi-uniform and
non-uniform electric field distributions, shown schematically in
Fig. 1a. Furthermore, a study was performed to compare the effect
of different thicknesses of these two dielectric materials to further
explore their performance in HV systems. In the second case study,
an HV electrode was covered with three different thicknesses of
polymeric dielectric barrier. The impact of the non-uniformity
factor of the electric field as well as the influence of the dielectric
material characteristics are investigated.
Additionally, simulation models with the presence of a barrier
for the pre-breakdown instant were developed based on finiteelement method and using COMSOL Multiphysics. The simulation
results were verified with the experimental results obtained in the
laboratory to validate the accuracy of the models.

2

Experimental setup

In this section, we present two case studies for two different
electrode structures in the presence of a dielectric barrier. The
experimental setup is then described.
In the first structure, a dielectric barrier was inserted into an
inter-electrode air gap for four different electrode geometries listed
as follows:
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Fig. 1 Schematic diagrams for two different electrode structures in the presence of a dielectric barrier
(a) Four electrode geometries studied in semi-uniform and non-uniform fields, (b) U-shape electrode with dielectric coating used to investigate non-uniformity and materials effects

Table 1 Geometric dimensions of electrodes
Electrode
Shape
Diameter, cm
needle
U-shape electrode
plane
grounded plane
sphere

cylinder
U-shape
circular
circular
sphere

Height, cm

1.5
5.25
5
16
10

5
9.625
1.5
3.5
—

Table 2 Properties of dielectric materials used in
experiments
Relative permittivity (ϵr) Dielectric strength, kV/mm

Fig. 2 Schematic diagram for the experimental system for

PVC
PTFE
pressboard

2.5
2.1
3

20
60
16

(a) ac voltage, (b) dc voltage

i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

Needle/plane
U-shape/plane
Plane/plane
Sphere/plane

Fig. 1a shows the schematic diagram for the four electrode
geometries. The four different electrode geometries in the first case
study are used to investigate the effect of adding dielectric barrier
in different electric field distributions. The electric field
distribution between needle/plane and U-shape/plane electrodes is
non-uniform, while the electric field distribution in the plane/plane
and sphere/plane electrode systems is more uniform, and we
consider them to have ‘semi-uniform’ electric field distributions.
In the set of experiments, a dielectric barrier was parallel with
the grounded plane electrode and its distance from the grounded
electrode was vertically changed while the inter-electrode distance
was kept constant. In these set of experiments, two different
thicknesses of PTFE, 0.2 and 1 mm, and three different thicknesses
of pressboard, including 0.2, 0.4, and 1 mm were used. Also,
dielectric barriers were 16 cm diameter circular shapes in this set of
experiment.
In the second structure, a U-shape HV electrode was covered
with polyvinyl chloride (PVC) as a dielectric barrier. Fig. 1b shows
the schematic diagram for U-shape electrode coated with PVC
dielectric barrier, which are created in the laboratory. We made
1000 U-shape electrodes using 2.6 mm copper wire in the
laboratory for a set of experiments, since in each experiment the
applied voltage was increased until the HV electrode was punch.
To create samples, first, a 5.25 cm diameter curvature was created
to produce a U-curvature shape in the electrode and then, the 7 cm
vertical heights of left- and right arms of the U-shape electrode
were created. The ground electrode was a stainless steel, circular
plane electrode with a 16 cm diameter as can be seen in Fig. 1. In
this case study, the breakdown voltages were studied for both 0.32
and 0.64 mm thicknesses of PVC barrier coatings. Experiments
52

were also carried out for four different inter-electrode distances.
The geometric dimensions of all electrodes are shown in Table 1
and Fig. 1. The properties of the dielectric materials are listed in
Table 2.
Fig. 2 shows the experimental setup for alternating current (ac)
and direct current (dc) voltages. The HV electrode connects to a
220 V/100 kV HV transformer through one 2 MΩ resistor that
controls current while the lower plane electrode is grounded.
Applied voltage across the electrode system was measured by a
capacitive voltage divider consisting of two discharge-free vacuum
capacitors. Voltage across the electrode system was gradually
increased with the constant rate of 2 kV/s until the breakdown
between electrodes occurred.

3

Simulation modelling

The influence of a dielectric barrier on the electric field and voltage
distribution was analysed using COMSOL Multiphysics software,
which is based on finite-element method [19, 20]. In these models,
the pre-breakdown instant was simulated in the ac/dc module of
COMSOL Multiphysics.
To find the electric field and voltage distribution, first each
system geometry was plotted in the computational domain.
Boundary conditions including surface charge distribution, material
properties, and applied voltage to HV electrodes were entered into
the simulation model. The boundary conditions used in the
simulation are described in the following section. Then, electric
field and voltage distributions in the air gap are calculated using
Laplace's equation
−∇2(ϵ ⋅ V) = 0,

E = − ∇V,

(1)

where E and V are the electric field and potential, respectively, and
ϵ is the permittivity coefficient.
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the same distributions for other inter-electrode air gaps.
Nevertheless, by increasing the inter-electrode gap from 5 to 30
mm, the amount of surface charges over the barrier was decreased.
3.2 Breakdown criteria
The streamer breakdown criterion is considered for calculating the
breakdown voltage in the simulation models. The streamer
breakdown mechanism, formulated by Raether (1964) and Meek
(1940), postulates that if the avalanche size grows to such an extent
that space charge electric fields can be on the order of breakdown
fields, then breakdown can proceed by the development of positive
and negative streamers, driven by the space-charge fields. This
criterion can be formulated as follows [24–28]:
d

e∫0 (α − η) ≥ Q,
Fig. 3 Surface charge density on the U-shape dielectric structure as a
function of the distance from the electrode tip (noted in Fig. 1b)

(3)

where η is the recombination coefficient, α is the ionisation
coefficient, d is gap distance, and Q is a constant number. The
values of Q obtained by Raether (1964, p. 133) and Meek (1940),
for streamer breakdown, are both on the order of 108. Both the
ionisation and recombination coefficients are functions of the
electrical field and pressure as follows [29]:
α = A ⋅ p ⋅ e( − Bp / | E | ),

η = A1 ⋅ p ⋅ e( − B1 p / | E | ),

(4)

where A = 3.75 × 105, B = 1.75 × 107, A1 = 0.016 × 105, and
B1 = 0.265 × 107 for air.
In this study, the electric field distribution within the air gap of
two electrodes with the presence of a dielectric barrier is
numerically calculated by using COMSOL Multiphysics and
Matlab softwares.
Fig. 4 Schematic diagram for needle/plane and U-shape/plane electrode
geometries. These geometries are used to study the effects of a dielectric
barrier in non-uniform electric field configurations

3.1 Boundary conditions
There are free charges in the air gap, available from field
dependent and independent processes, such as micro-discharge and
natural ionisation, respectively [4], and should be entered in the
model as the initial condition. These free charges in the air gap are
accumulated over the barrier surface due to electrostatic attraction,
and later change the electric field distribution.
In the first structure, the dielectric barrier was inserted in the air
gap between two electrodes. In this structure, the surface charge
density on the dielectric barrier was assumed to have a bell shape,
and was represented with a Gaussian distribution [17, 21, 22]

4

Results

Two sets of experimental and simulation results for two case
studies are summarised in this section. First, the impact of inserting
a dielectric barrier between electrodes was investigated. Next, the
impact of coating U-shape electrode with PVC dielectric barriers
was analysed.
4.1 Case study 1: effect of inserting dielectric barrier
between electrodes

(2)

Dielectric materials (pressboard and PTFE) in a circular shape
were inserted in the air gap of electrodes for four different
electrode arrangements. In each arrangement, a dielectric barrier
was parallel to the grounded plane and was vertically moved in the
constant inter-electrode air gap. First, we studied the impact of
dielectric on the non-uniform and semi-uniform electric fields.
Then, we investigated the effect of PTFE dielectric thicknesses on
breakdown voltage. Finally, the simulation results were presented.

where σ is the mean impact radius of the charge deposited over the
barrier and r is the radius of the dielectric barrier; here, assumed to
be equal to the dielectric radius. QT is the maximum surface
charge, which was varied in the range between 40 and 100 nC [17,
21, 22].
Fig. 3 shows the surface charge density calculated in COMSOL
Multiphysics when the U-shape electrode was coated with a PVC
dielectric barrier in the second structure. The surface charge
density in this case was assumed to have a bell shape distribution
for two different thicknesses of the dielectric barrier [23]. Longer
flux lines result in a smaller amount of charge residue over the
barrier, therefore, as can be seen in Fig. 3, the charge density
decreases as l increases, where l is the distance from electrode tip
along the dielectric length (noted in Fig. 1). In other words, the
dielectric coated U-shape electrode has the maximum surface
charge density at the electrode tip, and it decreases as the distance
from electrode tip increases. The amount of surface charge for a 5
mm inter-electrode gap in two different barrier thicknesses was
approximated according to the experimental results, and we applied

4.1.1 Effect of dielectric barrier on non-uniform electric
field: The schematic diagram for two structures of needle/plane
and U-shape/plane electrode arrangements consists of a dielectric
barrier with thickness of a and is shown in Fig. 4.
In this diagram, d′ is the vertical distance between the dielectric
barrier and the HV electrode (needle or U-shape electrode), and d
is the distance between two electrodes. Dielectrics with three
different thicknesses (a in Fig. 4) were used in these sets of
experiments. In each experiment set, the position of dielectric
barrier changed from d′ = 0 to d′ = 30 mm. Therefore, the
breakdown voltages were measured while the fraction d′/d varied
from 0 to 1. The breakdown voltage for the U-shape/plane and the
needle/plane arrangements without a dielectric barrier at 30 mm
inter-electrode air gap was measured 30 and 27 kV, respectively.
The breakdown voltages for two structures of needle/plane and Ushape/plane electrode arrangements with a pressboard dielectric
barrier are shown in Fig. 5. In this figure, each experiment, to
measure breakdown voltage, was repeated ten times and the
average of ten measured values was reported as the breakdown

σs =

QT − r2 /2σ2
e
,
2πσ 2
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voltage. The variance for each breakdown voltage point was
relatively uniform and small.
As can be seen in Fig. 5, a dielectric barrier's location plays an
important role in the breakdown voltage. The maximum
breakdown voltage was obtained d′/d ∼ 0.15 − 0.2. When the
barrier was placed at this position in the air gap, its potential was
practically equal to the HV electrode. This equality results in a
more uniform electric field between the barrier and the ground
electrode, due to accumulative charges on the barrier surface [17].
In other words, the barrier effect is associated with the
redistribution of the electric field in the gap as a result of the
ionisation near the HV electrode and the accumulating electric
charges on the barrier surface. If the barrier is placed close to the
HV electrode (d′/d < 0.1), then discharges are quite short and the
accumulated charges on the barrier are not sufficient to change the
uniform electric field of the barrier-plane gap. Therefore, the
electric field of the whole arrangement remains non-uniform. Also
according to the results, a thicker barrier has a significant impact
on increasing the breakdown voltage; by increasing the dielectric
thickness from 0.2 to 1 mm, the breakdown voltage was increased
from 56 to 65 kV in the U-shape/plane electrode.
4.1.2 Effect of dielectric barrier on semi-uniform electric
field: The schematic diagram for plane/plane and sphere/plane
electrode arrangements with the presence of a dielectric barrier
between the HV and ground electrodes is shown in Fig. 6. Again,
d′ is the distance between the dielectric and the HV electrode
(plane or sphere electrode) and d is the distance between two
electrodes. Again, the fraction d′/d varied from 0 to 1. However,
the distance between the two electrodes is set to 20 mm in this set
of experiments; consequently, the distance from the dielectric
barrier to the HV electrode, d′, ranges from zero to 20 mm.
Three different thicknesses of pressboard were used as
dielectric barriers. In one case, the HV electrode was a plane with a
5 cm diameter and the grounded electrode was a 16 cm diameter
plane. Therefore, the plane/plane electric field is not completely
uniform but is relatively uniform compared to the U-shape/plane
and needle/plane electrode arrangements. The breakdown voltages
of the plane/plane and sphere/plane electrode arrangements without
the dielectric barrier in a 20 mm inter-electrode air gap were
measured to be 40 and 43 kV, respectively.
Breakdown voltages for plane/plane and sphere/plane electrode
arrangements under dc voltage are shown in Figs. 7a and b,
respectively.
Fig. 7a shows that the optimal position of the barrier in the
plane/plane arrangement is approximately in the middle of the
inter-electrode gap for all three different thicknesses. The optimum
position of the barrier is defined as the location of the barrier in
which the breakdown voltage is maximum. As shown in Fig. 7a,
inserting a barrier in the air gap of the plane/plane electrodes
results in ≃ 40% increase in the breakdown voltage.
As can be seen in Fig. 7b, the breakdown voltage has a
minimum point in the sphere/plane electrode arrangement. If the
barrier is placed close to the ground electrode, the uniform electric
field between the barrier and the grounded plane becomes so small
that the barrier barely influences the whole gap. Therefore, the
electric field remains semi-uniform. On the other hand, when the
barrier covers the grounded plane electrode, it will prevent the
streamer from reaching the plane, which increased the breakdown
voltage [30]. When the barrier is close to either the HV or the
ground electrodes, the breakdown voltage in the sphere/plane
arrangement is higher compared with the plane/plane system. In
those cases, the electric field of unequal diameter electrodes in the
plane/plane arrangement is more heterogeneous than the sphere/
plane electric field.
4.1.3 Comparing dielectric barrier impact for the four
electrode geometries: In the U-shape/plane and needle/plane
arrangements, the pressboard dielectric barrier increased the
breakdown voltage up to 60 kV (Fig. 5), i.e. up to a factor of 2.
However, inserting a barrier in the air gap of the plane/plane
electrodes results in a <40% increase in the breakdown voltage.
54

A comparison of the results for plane (semi-uniform fields) and
U-shape (non-uniform fields) electrodes shows that the effect of
the barrier on increasing breakdown voltage in the non-uniform
electric fields is more significant. The reason can be attributed to
the non-uniformity factor, which quantifies the degree of nonuniformity associated with the electrode arrangement. The electric
field non-uniformity is defined as the maximum electric field
intensity in the gap, which occurs near the tip of the HV electrode,
divided by the average electric field intensity [31]. Polarisation and
corona appear much less in electric field configurations with a
lower non-uniformity factor, as is the case with the plane electrode.
The impact of the barrier is reduced because accumulated charges
on the dielectric surface do not significantly influence the relatively
homogeneous electric fields. The high intrinsic non-uniformity
factor of the U-shape electrode means the dielectric barrier can
significantly influence breakdown characteristics by effectively
reducing the non-uniformity factor.
4.1.4 Effect of PTFE as a dielectric barrier: The effect of PTFE
for two different thicknesses (0.2 and 1 mm) was investigated in
four different electrode arrangements, namely: sphere, U-shape,
needle, and plane electrodes. In all arrangements, the ground
electrode was a 16 cm diameter plane electrode. Fig. 8 shows the
results of breakdown voltage in these four arrangements.
Using a PTFE dielectric barrier, the peak breakdown voltage in
both U-shape and needle electrode arrangements at
d′/d ∼ 0.2 − 0.4 is roughly two times higher than the minimum
breakdown voltage in these configurations. However, as we
mentioned earlier, the breakdown voltage slightly changed when a
barrier was inserted close to the grounded plane (d′/d ∼ 0.85 − 1).
On the other hand, the experimental results obtained in Fig. 8 show
that increasing the PTFE barrier thickness from 0.2 to 1 mm leads
to more than two times increase in breakdown voltage in the area
of d′/d < 0.75 and for all four electrode arrangements.
By comparing results of two dielectric thickness in Fig. 8, we
can observe that when the PTFE barrier with 1 mm thickness was
placed between needle/plane, U-shape/plane, and plan/plane
electrode geometries, regardless of where it was placed in
d′/d < 0.75, the maximum breakdown voltage has a variation
<30%. However, PTFE with 0.2 mm thickness in these three
electrode geometries is more sensitive to barrier location, i.e. d′.
One probable reason is that the PTFE with 1 mm thickness has a
high dielectric strength. Therefore, more charges (resulting from
the discharge in the air gap) are accumulated over the barrier
surface with respect to the 0.2 mm PTFE. With increasing external
voltage, discharges occur when the electric field in the air gap
exceeds its maximum field strength, causing more of these charges
to accumulate on the barrier surface. They induce an electric field
directly opposite to the applied electric field in the gap, leading to a
rapid decrease in the consequent total electric field in the gap. A
reduction of the electric field results in extinguishing of microdischarges and breakdown voltage enhancement [17]. Also one can
observe that the barrier effect is less pronounced at d′/d > 0.75. At
these places, the effect of the dielectric barrier suddenly decreased
in the air gap for all four electrode arrangements. This might
happen because when the dielectric barrier comes very close to the
ground electrode (d′/d > 0.75), the electric field caused by the
residual surface charges over the barrier are so small that it cannot
change neither the electric field distribution in the air gap between
barrier and grounded electrode nor the electric field distribution
between HV electrode and barrier, thus resulting in a no or slight
changes in the breakdown voltage.
Also one more observation from Figs. 5 and 8 shows that the
breakdown voltages for structures including PTFE are 50% higher
than that for structures with the pressboard dielectric barrier in
optimal dielectric locations. In the plane/plane arrangement, the
PTFE dielectric barrier leads to an increase in the breakdown
voltage from 40 to 64 kV in the optimal barrier location. On the
other hand, the breakdown voltage for the same arrangement with
the pressboard dielectric barrier increased to only 46 kV.
In sum, we conclude that the breakdown voltage significantly
increased in structures with PTFE compared with those with
pressboard. Additionally, the thicker layer of the PTFE (i.e. 1 mm
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thickness) resulted in a significant increase in the breakdown
voltage regardless of the positions where the dielectric barriers are
placed.
4.1.5 Simulation results: In this section, we present a simulation
model to calculate the breakdown voltage. The simulated results
are compared with the experimental results to assess the accuracy
of the model.
In our model, the streamer breakdown criterion was applied to
evaluate the breakdown voltage in the proposed electrode

Fig. 5 Breakdown voltage of needle/plane and U-shape/plane
arrangement under dc voltage, while the distance between the dielectric
barrier and the HV electrode, d′, changes in a constant inter-electrode
distance of d = 30 mm. A pressboard dielectric barrier is used in 0.2, 0.4,
and 1 mm thicknesses

Fig. 6 Schematic diagram for the plane/plane and sphere/plane electrode
geometries. These geometries are used to study the effects of a dielectric
barrier in semi-uniform electric field configurations

arrangements. In the first step, the initial guesses for voltage were
approximated using experimental data and were imported to the
software as an initial condition. The electric field distributions for
the breakdown voltage path were calculated and evaluated
according to the field streamer criterion. If the criterion was not
met, the voltage was increased by 2 kV and the whole procedure
was repeated. The lowest voltage that met the criterion was
selected as the breakdown voltage. By applying this method, it is
possible to estimate the breakdown voltage for different electrode
systems.
Here, we present the simulation results for two electrode
arrangements, the needle/plane, as a representative for electrode
with non-uniform electric field, and the sphere/plane, as a
representative for an electrode with semi-uniform electric field. In
each arrangement, four different locations of the dielectric barrier
in the air gap were considered. Figs. 9 and 10 show the y–z crosssection of the electric field distribution at the instant of prebreakdown, for the needle/plane and sphere/plane electrode
arrangements, respectively. These figures show the electric field
distributions of the pre-breakdown instants for four dielectric
barrier positions.
The simulation and experimental results of the breakdown
voltage varying the location of dielectric barriers through the fixed
inter-electrode gap are shown in Figs. 11 and 12. Fig. 11 shows the
simulation and experimental results of the breakdown voltage in
the needle/plane electrodes in the presence of a 1 mm pressboard
dielectric barrier. We observe that both simulation and
experimental results followed the same pattern. In both cases, the
breakdown voltage increased when d′/d increased from 0 to 0.15
and the maximum breakdown voltage occurred at d′/d = 0.2 mm.
The breakdown voltage in both experiments and simulations
decreased after d′ exceeds 6 mm, and minimum was reached when
the barrier covers the ground electrode. For barrier positions at
d′ = 20 mm, the maximum deviation of the experimental and
simulation results is around 25%.
The simulation and experimental breakdown voltages for the
sphere/plane electrode configuration are shown in Fig. 12. The
simulation results approximately align with the experimental
breakdown voltages. As can be seen, when d′ is between 0 and 10
mm, the experimental results agree with the simulation results of
the proposed model. For barrier positions bigger than 10 mm, the
maximum deviation of the experimental and simulation results is
around 20%. The unknown amount of Q in (3) can be one reason
for this error. The amount of Q depends on the radius of the HV
electrode, electric field uniformity, and other unknown parameters.
Another interesting observation in Fig. 12 shows that experimental
breakdown voltage in sphere/plane electrode configuration has a
minimum value, which is not captured in the simulation.
Unfortunately, a decisive reason to justify the minimum breakdown
voltage in the experimental results is unknown.

Fig. 7 Breakdown voltage of
(a) Plane/plane arrangement, (b) Sphere/plane arrangement under dc voltage, while the distance between barrier and the HV electrode, d′, changes in a constant inter-electrode
distance of d = 20 mm
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Fig. 8 Breakdown voltage for four different arrangements of
(a) Needle/plane, (b) U-shape/plane, (c) Sphere/plane, (d) Plane/plane under dc voltage with PTFE barrier. The distance between barrier and the HV electrode, d′, changes in a
constant inter-electrode distance of d = 20 mm

Fig. 9 Electric field distribution at pre-breakdown instant in needle/plane configurations in the presence of a dielectric barrier located at
(a) d′ = 5 mm, (b) d′ = 10 mm, (c) d′ = 15 mm, (d) d′ = 20 mm in a constant inter-electrode distance of d = 30 mm

4.2 Case study 2: the effect of coating the HV electrode with
a dielectric barrier on the breakdown voltage
In the second study, we covered the HV electrode with two
different thicknesses of dielectric barriers and measured the
breakdown voltage while the inter-electrode gap distance was
varied. Each experiment was repeated ten times and the average of
ten measured values was reported as the breakdown voltage. The
variance for each breakdown voltage point was relatively small.
56

Fig. 13 shows the breakdown voltage versus the distance
between electrodes under applied dc voltage. An increase of the
inter-electrode gap enhances the breakdown voltage. Based on the
results, the breakdown voltage for electrodes covered with the PVC
were 3.43 times higher than the bare electrode at a 5 mm interelectrode gap. This is because covering the electrode with a
dielectric barrier reduces the maximum field intensity in the air gap
due to residual surface charges over the dielectric barrier. The
impact of the dielectric barrier saturates as the inter-electrode air
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Fig. 10 Electric field distribution at pre-breakdown instant in sphere/plane configurations in the presence of dielectric barrier located at
(a) d′ = 5 mm, (b) d′ = 10 mm, (c) d′ = 15 mm, (d) d′ = 20 mm in a constant inter-electrode distance of d = 20 mm

Fig. 11 Breakdown voltage of needle/plane arrangement under dc voltage
in the presence of pressboard dielectric barrier placed at varying distances
from the HV electrode, d′, in a constant inter-electrode distance of d = 30
mm

Fig. 12 Breakdown voltage of sphere/plane arrangement under dc voltage
in the presence of a PTFE dielectric barrier placed at varying distances
from the HV electrode, d′, in a constant inter-electrode distance of d = 20
mm

gap increases from 20 to 30 mm, evidenced by the reduced slope in
the two lines representing electrodes with PVC heat shrinkage.
This can be explained using a simple electrical model for the
electrode system (see Fig. 14). In the figure, the different dielectric
layers between electrodes are represented by capacitances Cd and
Cg. In addition, the element Cs stands for the stray capacitance of
the source. With increasing air gap, Cg decreases and the voltage
distribution changes, i.e. higher relative voltages are applied to the
air gap and as a result breakdown may occur at relatively lower
voltages.
Fig. 15 shows breakdown voltages for electrode configurations
with and without a dielectric barrier under ac applied voltage. As
can be seen in the figure, again, the breakdown voltage increased
with an increase in inter-electrode gap distance. Also note that the
breakdown voltage does not change linearly with distance. In the
case of the electrode with a 0.32 mm PVC barrier, the change of

breakdown voltage with respect to inter-electrode distance is much
more non-linear. In other words, the impact of PVC heat shrinkage
becomes less important in the case of large inter-electrode spacing,
same as in the applied dc voltage case.
4.2.1 Simulation results: In this section, we present a method to
calculate the pre-breakdown electric field distribution in the air gap
and also inside the dielectric barrier using simulation models.
Breakdown voltage in this case happens when the electric field
inside the dielectric barrier exceeds the dielectric strength of PVC,
and, consequently, the streamer criterion is met for the breakdown
path between HV and ground electrodes. Immediately after that, a
discharge channel is built through the barrier, providing a low
impedance path from the HV electrode tip to the ground electrode.
The electric field distribution in the air gap and inside the dielectric
barrier was calculated by solving the model in software for the
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Fig. 13 Breakdown voltage
configurations under dc voltage

of

four

U-shape/plane

electrode

Fig. 16 Electric field distribution along the z-axis in U-shape/plane
electrode arrangement with covered heat shrinkage PVC

Fig. 14 Equivalent circuit of dielectric layers

Fig. 17 Electric field distribution in PVC heat shrinkage

Fig. 15 Breakdown voltage electrode with and without barrier under ac
voltage

specific initial voltage conditions. If either of the mentioned
criteria are not met, the voltage was changed to calculate the lowest
voltage magnitude that satisfied all the conditions.
Fig. 16 shows the electric field along the straight line that
connects the U-shape electrode to the ground electrode
immediately before the breakdown voltage happens. It can be seen
from the figure that the electric field has its maximum inside the
dielectric barrier and decreases rapidly in the air gap. The electric
field along the straight line is approximately uniform after 4 mm
distance from the HV electrode. The reason is that electric charges
were accumulated on the barrier surface and they produce electric
field components directly opposite the applied field. Consequently,
the electric field decreases in the air gap and increases in the
dielectric coating.
Fig. 17 shows the top view of the electric field distribution
inside the PVC in the curvature part of dielectric barrier at the pre58

Fig. 18 Experimental and simulation result of breakdown voltage in Ushape/plane electrode with 0.32 mm PVC

breakdown instant. As can be seen in Fig. 17, the maximum
electric field that in the pre-breakdown instant occurs at the centre
of the U-shape electrode and it is equal to the PVC dielectric
strength. Fig. 18 illustrates the experimental and simulation results
of the breakdown voltage for a 0.32 mm layer of the PVC dielectric
barrier. The simulation results approximately align with the
experimental results. The maximum deviation of 14% occurred at
the 30 mm inter-electrode air gap.
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Conclusions

In this paper, the effect of the polymeric and cellulose dielectric
barriers on the breakdown voltage was investigated. The
experimental results confirmed that the impact of the barrier is
dependent on the air gap length and non-uniformity factor. Also,
the results highlight the effect of physical and electrical
characteristics of the dielectric barriers in the breakdown voltage
enhancement. It has been shown that this effect is more noticeable
when the electric field non-uniformity factor is higher. When the
gap is divided by the barrier, the breakdown voltage of the gap is
increased by a factor between 0.4 and 3, and the exact value of the
enhancement factor depends on the non-uniformity factor of initial
electric field and barrier's physical and electrical characteristics.
Additionally, computer models based on finite-element method for
estimating breakdown voltages in air insulating systems that
include solid barriers were presented using COMSOL Multiphysics
3.3 software. We presented two methods to approximately calculate
the breakdown voltage in the simulation models. Finally, we used
the experimental results that were carried out in the HV laboratory
to validate the simulation model. The comparison study shows that
the simulation results were in good agreement with the
experimental results.
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